Discuss in view of relevant literature, main aspects of a meaningful and individually adapted curriculum in relation to the international principle of inclusive education.

Consider possibilities and challenges in applying these aspects in planning and practising inclusion in your local educational context.

**Formalities:**
The paper should be a maximum of 10 pages - excluding cover page, table of contents, reference list and possible appendices.

Important details:
- Line spacing 1.5
- Letter size 12 for the main text in font “Times New Roman”
- Larger letter size for the headings (14)
- Do not justify the right margin
- Use APA Reference Guide:
  

**Deadline for delivery:** **06. 12. 2011**

Please deliver two paper copies as outlined in the instructions you will receive concerning delivery of term papers.

*I look forward to your presentations.*

*Good luck!*

*Berit*
SNE4120 Obligatory reading:

All texts marked with an asterisk are available in a joint compendium (SNE4120, SNE3120 & SNE4130) which will be for sale from "Kopiutsalget" in Akademika bookshop, Blindern campus.


* Dalen, Monica. (1982). *Focus on co-teaching as a special educational provision*. Granåsen, National Post-Graduate College of Special Education. 21p.


Additional individually selected reading
Autumn semester 2012 – Individual Assignment
SNE4120: Inclusive Education/Towards Inclusive Education
Master of Philosophy in Special Needs Education (M. Phil. SNE) – International exchange students at master’s level

Discuss with regard to relevant literature, how to plan a meaningful and individually adapted curriculum related to class curriculum as a means to realise the international principle of inclusive education.

Formalities:
The paper should be a maximum of 10 pages - excluding cover page, table of contents, reference list and possible appendices.

Important details:
- Line spacing 1.5
- Letter size 12 for the main text in font “Times New Roman”
- Larger letter size for the headings (14)
- Do not justify the right margin
- Use APA Reference Guide:
  http://www.waikato.ac.nz/library/study/guides/apa.shtml

Deadline for delivery: 10 December at 11:00
Please deliver two paper copies as outlined in the instructions you will receive concerning delivery of term papers.

Good luck!
Berit
Syllabus/achievement requirements (SNE4120 - Autumn 2012)

SNE4120 Obligatory reading


DVD material

Additional individually selected reading